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Metfone confers charitable “Fighting Covid-19 Fund” to the Ministry of Health and the three other hospitals

Metfone handing over the fund to MOH

For the past two months, the “Metfone’s Fighting Covid-19 Fund” has been completed and raised $50,000 to contribute to Cambodian Government and the people in their battle against the Covid 19 disease. This fund comes from the support of Metfone’s subscribers that Metfone donated 1,000 Riels whenever one customer download and use eMoney and Mocha App without any fee.

On 03rd and 04th June 2020 recently, Metfone handed over its Covid-19 Fund as informed in previous articles, totaling $50,000 to Ministry of Health, Pasteur Institute of Cambodia, Khmer-Soviet Friendship Hospital and Chak Angre Health Center.

All of this budget comes after Metfone announced the creation of “Metfone’s Fighting Covid-19 Fund” in early April, 2020, and Metfone received the interests of more than 200,000
customers joining with no fee, come up with a donation of $50,000 United States from Metfone to Ministry of Health and other relevant authorities. Moreover, video conferencing system also provided to the Ministry of Health, in order to make remote communication and instructions with hospitals, health centers and its organ in nationwide more conveniently during this difficult situation.
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Mr. Phung Van Cuong, CEO of Metfone, said: “Since the outbreak of Covid 19 in Cambodia, Metfone has tried and cooperated in all aspects of supporting Cambodian Government in disseminating information about hygiene living in order to make Cambodian people are staying by safety. Meanwhile, to ensure that Cambodian people can get away with the Covid 19, We have also created a charitable fund named “Metfone’s Fighting Covid-19 Fund” to provide supports to Ministry of Health and other relevant authorities, doctors in supporting of their efforts while fight against this devastating disease.”

“All Metfone subscribers are also really proud of the collaboration and contribution that made this program possibly happened. We would like to thank all the customers who have supported the Metfone’s Fighting Covid-19 Fund so far”. Him added.
“Metfone’s Fighting Covid-19 Fund” is totally no-fee program and everyone can donate to together ease this difficult situation. To join this program and start donation, customers simply just need to install and register Mocha application and/or eMoney application on Google play and Apple Store. Each of valid account will donate 1,000 Riel to the Fighting Covid-19 Fund,